
YEAR 7 Enrichment Class

Humanities Assessment Task 2

Due Date: 12th August 2022 Assessment Name: Seeing Landscapes
Subjects Assessed: English, Geography and
Visual Arts

Weighting: 40%

TASK DESCRIPTION

There are various parts to this assessment task that cover outcomes across the Humanities
Stream. You are required to complete all sections of this task.

Part 1: Google Site/Multimodal Task

You are a member of the ‘Care for Landscapes and Landforms of our World’ organisation. You are
required to set up a website (Using Google Sites)  about the organisation which has the following
subsections:

● About Us - What is the purpose of your organisation? GIve an explanation of what landscapes and
landforms are.  Give specific examples.

● Importance - Why are landscapes and landforms so important?
● Aesthetic Value - What is the aesthetic value of landscapes and landforms?
● Cultural and Spiritual value - What is the cultural and spiritual value of landscapes and landforms

to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people?
● Risk Factors - What factors risk the future of landscapes and landforms?
● Protection -  Strategies that identify the management and protection of landscapes/landforms
● Specific Examples - Pick one example of both a Landscape AND a Landform.  Give details about

your chosen landscape and landform, including features, how it was formed, where it is located.

Your website should include pictures, diagrams, maps and videos. If you would like to use an alternative
program please ensure you discuss this with your teacher first.  You should publish your link and submit it
via Canvas.

Part 2: Poetry

You are to compose two poems based on your chosen Landscape and Landform (from your Google Site).
Each poem should include five stanzas, each four lines long (20 lines in total).

Your poems should use a variety of poetic techniques to portray the ideas and/or emotions represented
within your poetry. You should annotate each of your poems to highlight the choice of poetic technique and
its meaning/purpose.

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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Your poems should demonstrate your understanding of how to represent ideas and/or emotions
imaginatively and creatively for an appropriate audience.

Part 3 - Visual Arts

You are to make a hybrid animal clay sculpture. Your design should be influenced by a global issue that is
impacting an Australian landscape. Components of your hybrid animal sculpture should be a direct
reflection of:

● A completed hybrid animal sculpture.
● Exploration of the conceptual framework and frames through Artist case studies.
● All VAPD drawing activities that use global issues as subject matter including your hybrid animal

design.

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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Outcomes Above Standard At Standard Approaching Standard Below Standard

ENGLISH

EN4-1A: Responds to and
composes texts for
understanding, interpretation,
critical analysis, imaginative
expression and pleasure

EN4-2A: - Effectively uses a
widening range of processes,
skills, strategies and
knowledge for responding to
and composing texts in
different media and
technologies

EN4-8D: - Identifies,
considers and appreciates
cultural expression in texts

Demonstrates an extensive ability
to respond to and  compose texts
for imaginative expression and
pleasure and creative analysis.
Student composes two outstanding
poems and demonstrates critical
analysis through annotations.

Composition of two poems and a
multi-model text that demonstrate
an extensive ability to use different
media and technologies.

Poems and Multimedia texts
identify an excellent
understanding of cultural
appreciation and expression.

Demonstrates a sound ability to
respond to and compose texts for
imaginative expression and
pleasure and creative analysis.
Student composes two poems
and demonstrates a sound level
of analysis through annotations.

Composition of two poems and a
multi-model text that demonstrate
a sound ability to respond to and
compose texts using different
media and technologies.

Poems and Multimedia texts
identify a sound understanding
of cultural appreciation and
expresion.

Demonstrates a basic ability to
respond to and/or compose
texts. Student composes two
poems that demonstrate a
basic level of understanding.

Composition of two poems and
a multi-model text that
demonstrates some ability to
respond to and compose texts
using different media and
technologies.

Poems and Multimedia texts
identify some understanding
of cultural appreciation and
expression.

Demonstrates an elementary
ability to respond to and/or
compose texts. Student
composes two poems, but
does not meet the required
specifications.

Limited composition of poems
and multi-model text that does
not meet the required
specifications.

Poems and Multimedia texts
demonstrate minimal
understanding of cultural
appreciation and expression.

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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GEOGRAPHY

GE4-1: - Locates and
describes the diverse
features and characteristics
of a range of places and
environments

GE4.2: - Describes
processes and influences
that form and transform
places and environments

GE4.4: - Examines
perspectives of people and
organisations on a range of
geographical issues

Demonstrates an extensive ability
to describe the features and
characteristics of a range of places
and environments.

Demonstrates an extensive ability
to describe the process that form
and transform places and
environments.

Demonstrates an extensive ability
to examine the perspectives of a
range of people and organisations
on geographical issues.

Demonstrates a sound ability to
describe the features and
characteristics of a range of
places and environments.

Demonstrates a sound ability to
describe the process that form
and transform places and
environments.

Demonstrates a sound ability to
examine the perspectives of a
range of people and
organisations on geographical
issues.

Basic description of
landscapes and landforms with
some discussion on
characteristics.

Basic description of the
processes that alter
environments and how the
occur.

Demonstrates a basic ability to
examine some perspectives
on geographical issues.

Elementary description of
landscapes and landforms.

Elementary description of
environments.

Elementary discussion on
geographical issues.

VISUAL ARTS

4.1:- Uses a range of
strategies to explore different
artmaking conventions and
procedures to make artworks

4.3:- Makes artworks that
involve some understanding
of the frames

Designs reflect an outstanding use
of selected images and source
material to develop ideas for a 3D
hybrid ceramic sculpture.

Make a 3D ceramic sculpture that
reflects an outstanding level of
technical skill and sensitivity based
on the theme of hybrid design.

Designs reflect a sound use of
selected images and source
material to develop ideas for a 3D
hybrid ceramic sculpture.

Make a 3D ceramic sculpture that
reflects a sound level of technical
skill and sensitivity based on the
theme of hybrid design.

Designs reflect a basic use of
selected images and source
material to develop ideas for a
3D hybrid ceramic sculpture.

Make a 3D ceramic sculpture
that reflects a limited level of
technical skill and sensitivity
based on the theme of hybrid
design.

Designs reflect a limited use of
selected images and source
material to develop ideas for a
3D hybrid ceramic sculpture.

Make a 3D ceramic sculpture
that reflects a basic level of
technical skill and sensitivity
based on the theme of hybrid
design.

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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4.8:- Explores the function
of and relationships between
the artist – artwork – world –
audience

\

4.10:- Recognises that art
criticism and art history
construct meanings

Two artist case studies are fully
completed and reflect a
comprehensive exploration of the
function of and relationships
between the artist – artwork –
world – audience.

Comprehensively recognise how
artists interpret the world in the
making of artworks to construct
meaning and how they seek to
represent these concepts through
a range of styles and approaches.

One or two artist case studies are
fully completed and reflect a
sound exploration of the function
of and relationships between the
artist – artwork – world –
audience.

Sound ability to recognise how
artists interpret the world in the
making of artworks to construct
meaning and how they seek to
represent these concepts through
a range of styles and
approaches.

Some activities for one or two
artist case studies are
completed and reflect a basic
exploration of the function of
and relationships between the
artist – artwork – world –
audience.

Basic ability to recognise how
artists interpret the world in the
making of artworks to construct
meaning and how they seek to
represent these concepts
through a range of styles and
approaches.

Attempted artist case study
activities are incomplete and
reflect a limited exploration of
the function of and
relationships between the artist
– artwork – world – audience.

Limited ability to recognise
how artists interpret the world
in the making of artworks to
construct meaning and how
they seek to represent these
concepts through a range of
styles and approaches.

Check your assessment booklet for the PHS Assessment Policy
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